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A teacher, before getting the title needs to undergo four years in college, take the licensure exam, participate in school ranking, and so on. The process of becoming a teacher starts but ends indefinitely. We learn to teach and also teach to learn. Teaching is a simple word but it carries weight that cannot be compared to anything.

It is true that you cannot teach what you do not know. It is the same as you cannot give what you do not have. For it is impossible for the students to love learning if teachers do not love teaching, teachers have the responsibility to mirror the fact that there is fun and importance in studying.

According to DepEd Basic Education Statistics for School Year 2019-2020, there are more than 800,000 teachers in the Philippines. It means that there are a lot of people who are capable of making students’ future bright. It also means that a huge count of people are capable to make the Philippines a better place to live in.

Teaching might mean more than a responsibility. It involves willingness, courage, love and more. Teachers must always embrace the fact that learning doesn’t end in graduating or gaining the license, there is more into it.

With all these being said, the world should also be aware that even if teachers are expected to teach, they are not perfect. Teachers are in an unending process called learning. This also proves the fact that the lives of teachers are like books with chapters continuously updating, and it is okay, this doesn’t make them less of a person, this is just a reminder that teachers are diamonds in the process of perfection.
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